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NAZI SUPPLIES STRAFED IN LIBYA

The R.A.F. the South African Air Force, and the Royal Australian Air

Force arc co-operating in the battle of the gap in the forward area of the

Libyan Front.

Axis forces which had breached the huge minefields in front of the Allied

lines were subsequently seen to be manoeuvring in the gaps they had made.

These movements were forced on them by the destruction of their supply columns

by close co-operation of the Air Forces and land artillery.

The striking power of our aircraft is being directed against these points,
and at one place where the lane through the minefield was barely three-

quarters of a mile wide the air above it was often filled with aircraft.

Our fighter squadrons, Kittihawks, Tomahawks, and Hurricanes, ignoring
the risk of attack from Axis aircraft which sought to screen their ground

forces, flew in low to rake petrol bowsers, ammunition trucks, troop waggons,
and armoured cars from point-blank range with cannon and machine-gun fire.

Then Kittihawk bombers swept in to drop their bombs among the vehicles.

These tactics, apart from writing-off many of the vehicles, caused confusion

and disorder among the columns. Vehicles smashed into one another in the

excitement or collided as they charged in blinding dust thrown up by the

attacks. Again and again squadrons flow back to their bases to re-arm and

returned to resume the strafing.

Fast Boston bombers of the South African Air Force, which have made many

raids on the enemy columns, are giving great assistance. Their third raid

was singularly successful. All the bombs fell in the transport lane. Thirty

direct hits on groups of M.T. were registered, and fifty near-misses which

must have caused widespread damage, delay, and confusion were observed.

By dusk on Saturday the lane through the minefield was a dust-swirling

valley of death to more than 250 enemy supply and fighting vehicles and their

crews. The M.T. still on the move were trying like blind men on a strange
road to pick their way through the debris and the bomb craters.

When night fell heavy Wellington and Albacore bombers carried out raids

on the aerodromes at Derna and Martuba, the principal Axis bomber and fighter
bases in the desert.


